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再読「ならずものがやってくる」

A Visit from the Goon Squad Reread
Kreilkamp, Ivan

Rereadings  (Columbia U.P.)
2021 : 02  184 p.  Hardback 9780231187107 US$80.00  Paperback 9780231187114  US$20.00

  Jennifer Egan described her Pulitzer Prize-winning novel A Visit from the Goon Squad as a combination of Proust and The Sopranos. In 

rereading the book, Ivan Kreilkamp takes Egan up on her comparison, showing how it blends a concern with the status of the novel in 

the twenty-fi rst century with an elegiac meditation on how we experience the passage of time.

再読「ヴァインランド」

Vineland Reread
Coviello, Peter

Rereadings  (Columbia U.P.)
2021 : 01  152 p.  Hardback 9780231185202 US$80.00  Paperback 9780231185219  US$20.00

  Vineland is hardly anyone’s favorite Thomas Pynchon novel. Marking Pynchon’s return after vanishing for nearly two decades following 

his epic Gravity’s Rainbow, it was initially regarded as slight, a middling curiosity. However, for Peter Coviello, the oft-overlooked 

Vineland opens up new ways of thinking about Pynchon’s writing and about how we read and how we live in the rough currents of 

history.

【アメリカ・カナダの文学】

カリフォルニア・ドリーミング：アジア系アメリカ人の想像力

California Dreaming: Movement and Place in the Asian American Imaginary
Balance, Christine Bacareza et al. (ed.)

Intersections: Asian and Pacifi c American Transcultural Studies  (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2020 : 08  318  Hardback 9780824872069 US$68.00           

  California Dreaming is a multi-genre collection featuring works by Asian American artists based in California. Exploring the places of “Asian 

America” through the migration and circulation of the arts, this volume highlights creative processes and the fl ow of objects to understand 

the rendering of California’s imaginary. Here, “California” is interpreted as both a specifi c locale and an identity marker that moves, linking 

the state’s cultural imaginary, labor, and economy with Asia Pacifi c, the Americas, and the world. Together, the works in this collection shift 

previous models and studies of the “Golden State” as the embodiment of “frontier mentality” and the discourse of exceptionality to a translocal, regional, and archipelagic 

understanding of place and cultural production.
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- February 2021 - 
《Columbia Universiry Press 新シリーズ》

Rereadings　〈再読〉
Edited by Nicholas Dames and Jenny Davidson

1970 年代以降の著名な小説を、現代からの視点で再読する新シリーズ。小説の形態、声、方法において実験を試みた作品の、

あらゆる批評の可能性を提示し、研究、理論、創造性において新たな道程を示す。
Short and accessible books by scholars, writers, and critics, each one revisiting a favorite post-1970 novel from the vantage point of the now. Taking a 

look at novels both celebrated and neglected, the series aims to display the full range of the possibilities of criticism, with books that experiment with 

form, voice, and method in an attempt to fi nd diff erent paths among scholarship, theory, and creative writing.
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Integrated Korean: Accelerated 1 and 2 directly address the linguistic needs and abilities of heritage and accelerated learners in a single academic year. Volume 1 presents 

lessons on thematically organized subjects, starting with familiar topics such as family, friends, daily routines, schoolwork, campus activities, dining out, and shopping. 

Volume 2 advances to more formal subjects beyond family and friends, such as travel, transportation, housing, holidays, lifestyles, careers, and Korean history and culture. 

Students approach the lessons with multilevel communicative classroom activities and reading materials with standards-based exercises and projects that not only focus on 

the particular language requirements of heritage learners, but also encourage them to participate more fully in their own family and community life. Each volume’s textbook 

and workbook offer authentic conversations and texts in both informal and formal contexts, structured tasks, and a wealth of interesting and relevant cultural content.

総合韓国語：速修２

Integrated Korean: Accelerated 2
Cho, Young-mee Yu et al.

KLEAR Textbooks in Korean Language  (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2020 : 11  336      Paperback 9780824882785  US$32.00

【世界の諸言語】

総合韓国語：中級２　第 3 版

Integrated Korean: Intermediate 2.  3 Revised edition
Cho, Young-mee Yu et al.

KLEAR Textbooks in Korean Language  (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2020 : 11  248      Paperback 9780824886820  US$35.00

This is a thoroughly revised edition of Integrated Korean: Intermediate 2, the fourth volume of the best-selling series developed collaboratively 

by leading classroom teachers and linguists of Korean. All the series’ volumes have been developed in accordance with performance-based 

principles and methodology - contextualization, learner-centeredness, use of authentic materials, usage-orientedness, balance between skill 

getting and skill using, and integration of speaking, listening, reading, writing, and culture. Grammar points are systematically introduced in 

simple but adequate explanations and abundant examples and exercises. In response to comments from hundreds of students and instructors of the second edition, this 

new third edition features an attractive color design with new photos and drawings and lesson and vocabulary exercises that have been fully reorganized. Each lesson 

contains a conversational text (with its own vocabulary list) and a reading passage. The accompanying workbook provides students with extensive skill-using activities 

based on the skills learned in the main text.

【言語学全般】

バイリンガル教育とバイリンガリズム　第 7 版

Foundations of Bilingual Education and Bilingualism.  7th ed
Baker, Colin & Wright, Wayne E.

Bilingual Education and Bilingualism (Multilingual Matters)
2021 : 03  528 p.  Hardback 9781788929899 ￡119.95  Paperback 9781788929882  ￡34.95

The seventh edition of this bestselling textbook has been extensively revised and updated to provide a comprehensive and accessible 

introduction to bilingualism and bilingual education in an everchanging world. Written in a compact and clear style, the book covers all the 

crucial issues in bilingualism and multilingualism at individual, group and societal levels. Updates to the new edition include: Thoroughly 

updated chapters with over 500 new citations of the latest research./ Six chapters with new titles to better reflect their updated content./ A 

new Chapter 16 on Deaf-Signing People, Bilingualism/Multilingualism, and Bilingual Education./ The latest demographics and other statistical data./ Recent developments in 

and limitations of brain imaging research./ An expanded discussion of key topics including multilingual education, codeswitching, translanguaging, translingualism, biliteracy, 

multiliteracies, metalinguistic and morphological awareness, superdiversity, raciolinguistics, anti-racist education, critical post-structural sociolinguistics, language variation, 

motivation, age effects, power, and neoliberal ideologies./ Recent US policy developments including the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), Seal of Biliteracy, Proposition 

58, LOOK Act, Native American Languages Preservation Act, and state English proficiency standards and assessments consortia (WIDA, ELPA21)./ New global examples 

of research, policy, and practice beyond Europe and North America./ Technology and language learning on the internet and via mobile apps, and multilingual language use 

on the internet and in social media.

【世界の諸言語】

総合韓国語：速修１

Integrated Korean: Accelerated 1
Cho, Young-mee Yu et al.

KLEAR Textbooks in Korean Language  (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2020 : 08  384      Paperback 9780824882778  US$32.00
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【経済学全般・経済体制論】

寺西 重郎（一橋大学名誉教授）著 『日本の経済成長と文化・制度』

Culture and Institutions in the Economic Growth of Japan
Teranishi, Juro

Studies in Economic History  (Springer)
2021 : 01  391 p.  Hardback 9784431556268 EUR109.99     

Explains the growth of Japan during the 13th-19th centuries by examining cultural and institutional changes / Hypothesizes that both 

institutions and culture play important roles in the ordering of markets and economic incentives / Asserts that while institutions mattered in the 

economic performance in the West, it was culture that mattered in Japan / Contends that the difference between the two regions owes to the 

costs of establishing institutions and culture

【マクロ経済学・経済政策・経済発展】

氷見野良三（金融庁長官）著 『日本の金融危機』

The Japanese Banking Crisis
Himino, Ryozo

 (Palgrave Macmillan)
2021 : 01  121 p.  Hardback 9789811595974 EUR29.99     

This book provides a readable narrative of the bubbles and the banking crisis Japan experienced during the two decades between the 

late 1980s and the early 2000s. Japan, which was a leading competitor in the world’s manufacturing sector, tried to transform itself into 

an economy with domestic demand-led mature growth, but the ensuing bubbles and crisis instead made the country suffer from chronicle 

deflation and stagnation. The book analyses why the Japanese authorities could not avoid making choices that led to this outcome. The 

chapters are based on the lectures to regulators from emerging economies delivered at the Global Financial Partnership Center of the Financial Services Agency of Japan.

【公共財政】

富と税の再考：不平等・グローバリゼーション・資本所得

Rethinking Wealth and Taxes: Inequality, Globalization and Capital Income
Poitras, Geoffrey

Rethinking Economics series  (Edward Elgar)
2020 : 08  264 p.  Hardback 9781839106149 ￡90.00     

Taxes on the wealthy are a topic sure to incite venomous rants from both right-wing and left-wing ideologues. The topic attracts conflicting 

interpretations and policy recommendations, and generates proposals for tax reform that consume political debate. All this activity takes place 

against an opaque backdrop of empirical evidence dealing with the distribution of wealth and income, and tax avoidance and tax evasion by 

corporations and wealthy individuals. Rethinking Wealth and Taxes explores these problems and considers the possibilities for increasing 

taxes on wealth to address the increasingly unequal distribution of wealth and income.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】

異端派経済学は変化をもたらせるか

Can Heterodox Economics Make a Difference?: Conversations With Key Thinkers
Armstrong, Phil

 (Edward Elgar)
2020 : 11  528 p.  Hardback 9781800370883 ￡125.00     

In a series of in-depth interviews with leading economists and policy-makers from different schools including Austrian, Monetarist, New-

Keynesian, Post-Keynesian, Modern Monetary Theory, Marxist and Institutionalist, this intriguing book sheds light upon the behaviour 

of economists and the sociology of the economics profession by enabling economists to express their views on a wide range of issues. 

Exploring why the aftermath of the 2008 global financial crisis did not pave the way for an uptake in heterodox economic approaches, these 

key thinkers consider why mainstream economics still reigns supreme and explore whether an alternative approach can be developed to rival it. The most important issues 

facing the discipline are addressed, and the book offers a particular focus upon the extent to which radical economists can work together to provide a genuine alternative to 

orthodoxy.
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【ビジネス・経営学】

日本の女性管理職

Japanese Women in Leadership
Nakamura, Yoshie Tomozumi et al. (ed.)

Current Perspectives on Asian Women in Leadership  (Palgrave Macmillan)
2021 : 02  461 p.  Hardback 9783030363031 EUR129.99     

This edited book highlights the unique cultural and socioeconomic elements of Japan and the strong influence of those elements on women 

leaders in the nation. It shows that gender inequality and under-utilization of female talent are deeply rooted in Japanese society, explaining 

why Japan lags behind other countries in Asia in this regard. The contributors are expert academicians and practitioners with a clear 

understanding of Japanese women leaders' aspirations and frustrations. This book has critical implications for the development of women 

leaders in Japan, providing intriguing insights into developing the potential of highly qualified women leaders in diverse Japanese contexts in which traditional cultural 

expectations and modernized values coexist.

【宗教学・宗教思想】

アジア系アメリカ人の宗教・人種

Envisioning Religion, Race, and Asian Americans
Yoo, David K. et al. (ed.)

Intersections: Asian and Pacific American Transcultural Studies  (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2020 : 09  272  Hardback 9780824882747 US$68.00     

In Envisioning Religion, Race, and Asian Americans, David K. Yoo and Khyati Y. Joshi assemble a wide-ranging and important collection 

of essays documenting the intersections of race and religion and Asian American communities - a combination so often missing both in the 

scholarly literature and in public discourse. Issues of religion and race/ethnicity undergird current national debates around immigration, racial 

profiling, and democratic freedoms, but these issues, as the contributors document, are longstanding ones in the United States.

【仏教】

新羅の浄土教

Aspiring to Enlightenment: Pure Land Buddhism in Silla Korea
McBride, Richard D.

Pure Land Buddhist Studies  (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2020 : 08  224 p.  Hardback 9780824882600 US$68.00     

Centered on the practice of seeking rebirth in the Pure Land paradise Sukhāvatī, the Amitābha cult has been the dominant form of Buddhism 

in Korea since the middle of the Silla period (ca. 300-935). In Aspiring to Enlightenment, Richard McBride combines analyses of scriptural, 

exegetical, hagiographical, epigraphical, art historical, and literary materials to provide an episodic account of the cult in Silla times and its 

rise in an East Asian context through the mutually interconnected perspectives of doctrine and practice.

【通貨・金融・保険】

マルクスからミンスキーまでの信用と危機

Credit and Crisis from Marx to Minsky
Toporowski, Jan

 (Edward Elgar)
2020 : 09  192 p.  Hardback 9781788972147 ￡70.00     

This timely book studies the economic theories of credit cycles and disturbances in the 20th century, presenting a nuanced view of the role 

of finance in the economy after the financial crash of 2008.  Focusing on the work of economists from Marx onwards, Jan Toporowski moves 

beyond conventional monetary theory to offer an insightful critical alternative to current financial macroeconomics.
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【仏教】

仏教における我

The Buddhist Self: On Tathagatagarbha and Atman
Jones, C.V.

 (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2020 : 11  320 p.  Hardback 9780824883423 US$68.00     

The Buddhist Self is a methodical examination of Indian teaching about the tathāgatagarbha (otherwise the presence of one’s “Buddha-

nature”) and the extent to which different Buddhist texts and authors articulated this in terms of the self. C. V. Jones attends to each of the 

Indian Buddhist works responsible for explaining what is meant by the expression tathāgatagarbha, and how far this should be understood or 

promoted using the language of selfhood. With close attention to these sources, Jones argues that the trajectory of Buddha-nature thought 

in India is also the history and legacy of a Buddhist account of what deserves to be called the self: an innovative attempt to equip Mahāyāna Buddhism with an affirmative 

response to wider Indian interest in the discovery of something precious or even divine in one’s own constitution.

【仏教】

中世の中国と日本における仏教的癒し

Buddhist Healing in Medieval China and Japan
Salguero, C. Pierce & Macomber, Andrew (ed.)

 (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2020 : 08  264 p.  Hardback 9780824881214 US$68.00     

From its inception in northeastern India in the first millennium BCE, the Buddhist tradition has advocated a range of ideas and practices 

that were said to ensure health and well-being. As the religion developed and spread to other parts of Asia, healing deities were added to 

its pantheon, monastic institutions became centers of medical learning, and healer-monks gained renown for their mastery of ritual and 

medicinal therapeutics. In China, imported Buddhist knowledge contended with a sophisticated, state-supported system of medicine that was 

able to retain its influence among the elite. Further afield in Japan, where Chinese Buddhism and Chinese medicine were introduced simultaneously as part of the country’s 

adoption of civilization from the “Middle Kingdom,” the two were reconciled by individuals who deemed them compatible. In East Asia, Buddhist healing would remain a site 

of intercultural tension and negotiation. While participating in transregional networks of circulation and exchange, Buddhist clerics practiced locally specific blends of Indian 

and indigenous therapies and occupied locally defined social positions as religious and medical specialists.

【歴史学全般・世界史・文明論】

修史　全 4 巻

Historiography: Critical Readings.  4 vols
Wang, Q. Edward (ed.)

Critical and Primary Sources  (Bloomsbury Academic)
2021 : 02  1408 p.  Hardback 9781350086876 ￡595.00     

Q. Edward Wang's unparalleled four-volume survey of historiography examines the nature and significance of history writing from ancient 

worlds to the present day. Taking a global approach, it presents and contextualizes classic works that portray the traditions of historical writing 

around the world. The collection also incorporates key essays and articles from the 18th century to the present that analyze the continuities 

and transformations that have existed and taken place within those traditions. Edited by a world-renowned, leading scholar in the field, the 

four volumes cover the ancient and medieval eras, the Renaissance period through to the 18th century, the rise of the Rankean school and 'scientific history' in the West, 

and new developments in worldwide historiography from the 1990s to the present day. As well as substantial contextualizing editor introductions for each volume, there are 

60 individual essays and extracts included across the set, with notions of time, antiquarianism, the Annales School and postcolonialism all key topics at the heart of this vital 

collection.

【仏教】

仏教とビジネス

Buddhism and Business: Merit, Material Wealth, and Morality in the Global Market Economy
Brox, Trine & Williams-Oerberg, Elizabeth (ed.)

Contemporary Buddhism (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2020 : 08  200 p.  Hardback 9780824882730 US$68.00     

Although Buddhism is known for emphasizing the importance of detachment from materiality and money, in the last few decades Buddhists 

have become increasingly ensconced in the global market economy. The contributors to this volume address how Buddhists have become 

active participants in market dynamics in a global age, and how Buddhists and non-Buddhists alike engage Buddhism economically. Whether 

adopting market logics to promote the Buddha’s teachings, serving as a source of semantics and technologies to maximize company profits, 

or reacting against the marketing and branding of the religion, Buddhists in the twenty-first century are marked by a heightened engagement with capitalism.
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【日本研究】

東京裁判とアジアの戦争犯罪　第 2 版

The Tokyo Trial and War Crimes in Asia.  2nd ed
Li, Xiaofei

 (Palgrave Macmillan)
2021 : 01  276 p.  Hardback 9789811598128 EUR89.99     

Offers a unique Chinese perspective on the establishment and workings of the International Military Tribunal for the Far East Engages with 

the Tokyo Trial from an interdisciplinary perspective, highlighting the relevance of both international law and international relations / Considers 

the ongoing legacy of the Tokyo Trial on contemporary international criminal justice

【日本研究】

ヒロシマ・ナガサキの原爆記録写真

Flash of Light, Wall of Fire: Japanese Photographs Documenting the Atomic Bombings of Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki
The Dolph Briscoe Center for American History

 (Univ. of Texas Pr.)
2020 : 08  256 p. 117 b/w & 2 maps.  Hardback 9781477321515 US$50.00     

The Dolph Briscoe Center for American History 収蔵のヒロシマ・ナガサキの原爆写真

In August 1945, the United States dropped atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the immediate aftermath was documented by 

Japanese photographers. For the most part the images they produced were censored or confiscated, but many were preserved in secret. Some were published widely in 

Japan during the 1950s, though not in the United States. Later, prints and negatives were gathered by groups such as the Anti-Nuclear Photographers’ Movement of Japan, 

whose collection is now housed at the Briscoe Center for American History. The center’s Hiroshima and Nagasaki Atomic Bomb Photographs Archive consists of more 

than eight hundred photographs, over one hundred of which are seen here for the first time in an English-language publication. To mark the seventy-fifth anniversary of the 

bombings, Flash of Light, Wall of Fire features the work of twenty-three Japanese photographers who risked their lives to capture the devastation. Together these images 

serve as a visual record of nuclear destruction, the horrific effects of radiation exposure, and the mass suffering that ensued. A preface by Briscoe Center Executive Director 

Don Carleton, an essay by Michael B. Stoff, and an afterword by Japanese journalist Michiko Tanaka explore how the images were collected and preserved as well as how 

they helped provoke calls for peace and the abolishment of nuclear weapons.

【歴史学全般・世界史・文明論】

第二次世界大戦時のハワイの日系移民収容所体験

Remembering Our Grandfathers' Exile: Us Imprisonment of Hawai'i's Japanese in World War II
Okawa, Gail Y.

 (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2020 : 08  296 p.  Hardback 9780824881207 US$75.00  Paperback 9780824881191  US$26.00

Remembering Our Grandfathers’ Exile is a composite chronicling of the Hawai‘i Japanese immigrant experience in mainland exile and 

internment during World War II, from pre-war climate to arrest to exile to return. Told through the eyes of a granddaughter and researcher 

born during the war, it is also a research narrative that reveals parallels between pre-WWII conditions and current twenty-first century anti-

immigrant attitudes and heightened racism. The book introduces Okawa’s grandfather, Reverend Tamasaku Watanabe, a Protestant minister, 

and other Issei prisoners - all legal immigrants excluded by law from citizenship - in a collective biographical narrative that depicts their suffering, challenges, and survival as 

highly literate men faced with captivity in the little-known prison camps run by the U.S. Justice and War Departments.
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【生態学・生物資源】

自然ならどうするか？：不確実な時代のためのガイド

What Would Nature Do?: A Guide for Our Uncertain Times
DeFries, Ruth

 (Columbia U.P.)
2020 : 12  264 p.  Hardback 9780231199421 US$26.95     

Ruth DeFries argues that a surprising set of time-tested strategies from the natural world can help humanity weather these crises. Through 

trial and error over the eons, life has evolved astonishing and counterintuitive tricks in order to survive. DeFries details how a handful of 

fundamental strategies - investments in diversity, redundancy over efficiency, self-correcting feedbacks, and decisions based on bottom-up 

knowledge - enable life to persist through unpredictable, sudden shocks. Lessons for supply chains from a leaf’s intricate network of veins and 

stock market-saving “circuit breakers” patterned on planetary cycles reveal the power of these approaches for modern life. With humility and willingness to apply nature’s 

experience to our human-constructed world, DeFries demonstrates, we can withstand uncertain and perilous times.

【東南アジア・南アジア・中央アジア研究】

アジアの帝国史　全 2 巻

Empire in Asia: A New Global History.  2 vols
Farrell, Brian P. (ed.)

 (Bloomsbury Academic)
2021 : 02        Paperback 9781350182141  ￡100.00

Asia was the principle focus of empire-builders from Alexander and Akbar to Chinggis Khan and Qianlong and yet, until now, there has been 

no attempt to provide a comprehensive history of empire in the region. Empire in Asia is the first thorough survey of the topic. Volume I 

traces the evolution of a constellation of competing empires in Asia from the 13th through to the 18th centuries. It describes the history and 

characteristic features of imperial regimes in each major sub-region of Asia, from the Ottomans and Safavids in the West, Romanovs in the 

North, Mughals in the South, the Mongols & their successors in Inner Asia, to the Ming and Qing Dynasties in the East. Volume II covers the long 19th century, commonly 

seen in terms of 'high imperialism' and the global projection of Western power. It explores the dynamic, volatile and contested processes which caused, by the early years of 

the 20th century, the integration of Asian states, spaces and peoples into the wider dynamics of global reordering.

◇ 表示の円価は本体価格です ◇ 出版時期・価格は変更されることがあります ◇ 御注文の際は ISBN を併せてお知らせください
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